
 
 
 

AN OPEN LETTER TO SAN ANTONIO ABOUT AMAZON 
WE SHOULD NEVER SELL SAN ANTONIO SHORT 

 

San Antonio, you deserved better in the pursuit of Amazon HQ2.  We all should 
have been a part of the bidding process decision, the pros and cons, and how we want 
to portray ourselves to our country and the global stage we want to occupy.  In short, we 
failed.  Not because we potentially would have lost a bid and watched Amazon build in 
another city.  We lost because we didn't even have the conversation and that lack of 
community wide dialogue and transparency is far scarier than losing a Request for 
Proposal (RFP).   
 

The Mayor’s “Open Letter” to Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon plastered San 
Antonio’s curious history of self doubt regarding its future as a national player across 
social media and unfortunately, to any other corporation looking to relocate or grow their 
operation.  MLB, NFL, MLS, you name it, we’ve beat ourselves up over our 
shortcomings.   

 
Whatever the thought process, the letter appears too clever by half and I would 

argue it has done more damage than the Mayor and the select few involved would 
admit.  San Antonio sends out hundreds of RFP’s in a year.  Some for contracts valued 
in the hundreds of millions.  How would City leadership feel receiving that letter from 
any bidding company?  Doubtful it would have been well received. 
 
Here are a few key points to keep in mind: 
 

• The Mayor claimed Amazon is intentionally provoking a bidding war while 
knowing where they want to build HQ2. Amazon may have preferences or even 
favorites, but the bidding process creates opportunity.  Secondly, it's the job of 
Mr. Bezos and his team to provoke conflict.  To push for the best deal possible.  
That is business and that is competition.  Boldly saying we won’t play that game 
because it “isn’t our style”, isn’t an answer. 

• Amazon will change any community they select.  Transformational change. 
Amazon knows their very presence alone is the catalyst for change in any 
community they choose.  The Mayor stated, “In several ways, we are years 
ahead of other communities”.  We all agree on that and our actions should reflect 
that belief.   



• Many folks have lamented about the lack of our “educated workforce”.  I don’t 
buy that for one minute.  I find that comment borderline elitist.  We have the 
people power and they deserve every opportunity to prove their worth. To say 
otherwise, or lay our fear of competition on our “uneducated workforce”, is 
probably the most offensive comment I have heard regarding HQ2. 

• Airport.  Transportation.  Affordable Housing.  We have growth opportunities.  All 
growing and vibrant cities do.  In fact, not a city applying will house every answer 
Amazon listed.  This isn’t about the current state of any City, its about the 
molding of Amazon’s culture with a community in a unique position to blend and 
grow together.   

 
By all indications, Jeff Bezos doesn’t think inside the box or outside the box.  In fact, 

he creates the box where one never existed.  Yes, he is one of the richest people on the 
planet.  Yes, he is holding cities and states on edge with his proposal request for HQ2.  
But, there was a time when he was just Jeff, a guy with an idea to sell books online 
because he heard in the early 90’s that internet growth potential was astronomical.  He 
saw something no one else did and executed.   
 

Unfortunately, San Antonio will never know because we chose not to define and sell 
our own space.  We weren’t willing to take risks, include the community, and relish in 
the process of creativity and self examination. Win or lose, we must think more of 
ourselves.  Not that we have all the answers now, but that we have the ingredients 
necessary to spark success and opportunity. The learning process and inclusion of all 
stakeholders, would have been worth the price of admission into the RFP. 
 

If we don’t tell people and companies the success story we see in ourselves, then 
how in the world will we convince others to buy into San Antonio and what our great City 
has to offer?  I absolutely don’t believe we break the bank or sell our souls to become 
HQ2.  I would never damage our culture and what makes us great to earn the business.  
But, we could have been thoughtful, aggressive, and fiscally sound in our use of 
incentives to submit a fair and reasonable offer.   

 
To not pursue Amazon was a decision made by very few.  It was a decision that 

warranted inclusion and debate by all Members of the City Council and key leaders 
across our community.  We must do better and be completely transparent.  Regardless 
if we submit a proposal or not, we must stand together and believe in San Antonio. 
 

 
________________________________ 
Greg Brockhouse 
City Councilmember, District 6 


